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What 
Intelligence 
Edge? 

Lt. Gen. William Odom's (USA, ret.) op-ed 
piece on the Ames case in The Post July 15 is 
symptomatic of the real crisis in U.S. intelli-
gence: refusal to learn from past mistakee.-Noe 

According to Odom, the United State's cr I 
"a remarkable intelligence edge thropg t 
the Cold War." In fact, the Ames case g. 
another indicator that net assessments of'7' 
and Soviet intelligence performance are 
mature. Meanwhile, many serious U.S: etPirli'• 

e. . ■ .-)13' are on the public record. 	 4 

For many years the National Intelligenen 
Estimates said the Soviets would not tiliCto 
match the United States in strategic nuclear. 
forces. The Soviet counterforce threat, yea,, 
not foreseen in the mid-1960s, and "WhyAbe, 
SS-20?" was a burning question in the iwk 
1970s, when the answer was obvious. RW .  
revelations on the history of the Soviet ARM' 
program confirm once again that stratekle 
'arms control" was simply a Soviet pldrU 
allow the Soviets a chance to catch up:11!.S. 
intelligence did not anticipate the SovietAtede 
lapse and still denies that militarization of tlpg. 
Soviet economy was one of the princji.pg 
causes.  . 	es.. 

While Team B led to recognition of N  
nuclear war fighting objectives in 1976,„ ,.  
was not integrated into the NIEs as a who 1`e: 
U.S. intelligence did not recognizes 
'shortfalls and vulnerabilities (urtreliable,'siii%: 
tegic missile, space warning and tracking 4.0.... 
terns) and the vulnerabilities of Soviet silo-
based missiles. 

Fortunately, a false alarm of a massive U.S. 
nissile launch from the Soviet satellite launch 
Jetection net was not forwarded to a very 
paranoid Politburo in 1983. The CIA belatedly 
recognized the missile vulnerability pr 
by plagiarizing analysis previously rejett 
but by that time the Cold War was rrte 
over. 

U.S. intelligence never had reliable iirciatrct" 
tion estimates for most Soviet weapons.rti* 
United States estimated the Soviet nableat 
weapon stockpile at 27,000 to 30,000 NI/MP 
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ons, but the Russians report 45,000 wiaPonft 
Even that may be low. 

If, as Odom claims, "the Soviet Gezkett 
Staff knew its operations were transparealti 
U.S. intelligence," one must ask: Where-wqe 
the missing 15,000 nuclear weapons'stoNg 

114 deliver many of the weapons? When dit1 
Where were the re-fire missiles that,. .4111.A 

United States discover the 1979 Soviet dekii:+ 
sion to move three brigades of SS-23 Miisiles, 
into East Germany and Czechoslovakia?.Winte 
portion of the three brigades were locatell:0,0 
where? 

When did the United States detect 
Politburo's decisions to launch a full nticr 
strike on the United States in response toe' 
Pershing II missile? To violate the ABM 'Pt 
ty with the Krasnoyarsk radar? To duple? 
mock-ups rather than real missiles oryllkil 
ABM launchers at Moscow? 

Why did U.S. intelligence not discov 
shelter construction program for the nome 
latura, as much as 800 meters underground, 
until the 1980s, when they had been spending 
(at least) 2 to 3 percent of their GNP con-
structing such facilities since 1970? When did 
the CIA discover the two production reactors 
and the reprocessing facility in the under-
ground complex near Krasnoyarsk? Wheretid 
the CIA discover another such undergrAfttikd 
nuclear factory in the Urals? 

Odom makes an even more remarkatiel 
claim: "Soviet military readiness, capabilitlen 
and resource expenditures were often mete 
accurately known to U.S. leaders than tel 
Politburo" (emphasis added). Compare .this.  
with what Odom wrote a year earlier: 
evidence pouring out of Russia" [deciion-- 
strates] "that the CIA woefully underestihiat- 
ed the military sector." 	 Tun" 

If the CIA had more accurate inforrtigati 
on Soviet military outlays than the Politfelki: 
why did the CIA double and triple its cesti4 
mates in 1976, after ignoring what iv-Aact 
learned from Leonid Brezhnev several yeses 
earlier? Why did the CIA nearly double-.0 
estimates again in 1982? 

According to a KGB colonel, only two We*-. 
ern analysts understood the "monstrous,,den  
gree of militarization of the Soviet ecenonly,: 
and even they underestimated it. The ,Cfr rt 
didn't make the cut. Yet R. James Wonfiet4 
director of Central Intelligence, says the'ClirS 
estimates of Soviet military expenditure§ had 
been about right. 	 ‘::(r. 

For 30 years, the CIA denied the Politbue 
ro's "traditional policy" of preferential irogaela 
of military expenditures at the expense.ofAe; 
Soviet consumer. After Mikhail Gotbachet 
and other senior officials confirmed the policy 
the CIA still denied it. When Gorbachev' c6n-
firmed that the Politburo had approvetisif& 
percent growth in military expenditureiltit 
1981-85, the CIA first ignored him and-thfir 
denied it, despite having the evidence that the 
actual increase was more than 50 percent in 
1981-85. 

The CIA covered up the 1982 revision in its 



estimates of Soviet military expendittuies to 
match the Politburo's data. Even a panel of 
five professors commissioned by the Iffiu 
Permanent Select Committee on Intelligen 
failed to discover what had happened. a. 

Treating failures as triumphs is a disserrake., 
to the craft of intelligence and, hod 
Gen. Odom's OPM words, "a danger ,to 
country's security." Woolsey and Odom_ 
confirmed that the real crisis in U.S. in 
genre, of which the Ames case is a symptolm-
is the CIA's own description of their corporifte 
culture: We may not always be right, buEsak 
are never wrong." 	 mot 

Evidently Sens. Moynihan and Warner cone 
agree that "fundamental reform" of U.S.46.64. 
ligence deserves consideration. Warneel 
to create a presidential commission for 
purpose could be a step in the right direction:, 
If the fundamental problems are not effect̀ 
ly addressed, U.S. intelligence will Prodie 
even more errors and waste. --  

The writer was an official of the CentralliT 
Intelligence Agency and the Defense .. 1403,, 
Intelligence Agency. 	 . 
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